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“Holidaying remains high on Brits’ to do list. However,
economic uncertainties are having an impact on their
holiday behaviour, as well as their intentions for the
coming year. All-inclusive holidays, staycations and
destinations with a favourable exchange rate are more
likely to be considered.”
– Marloes de Vries, Travel Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Transport competes more than any other holiday element on price
Travellers need more help in finding the best deal possible

Consumers’ holiday-taking habits and intentions have already been impacted by the Brexit vote, and its
impact on the value of the Pound in particular. All-inclusive holidays are more likely to be considered,
as this is typically a holiday which gives consumers more control over their holiday spending. Countries
with a favourable exchange rate will benefit as well. Destinations such as Egypt and Turkey have noted
a significant increase in the number of British holidaymakers since 2017, while trips to Tunisia have
resumed in 2018.
More and more travel companies have introduced flexible payment options to stimulate bookings.
These allow travellers to split booking costs with their travel companions or to pay the costs for their
holiday in monthly instalments.
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At the moment a cruise holiday is mostly a holiday for premium travellers. However, there is high
untapped potential among budget and mid-range travellers too.
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DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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The majority of Millennials think Airbnb can offer a luxury experience
easyJet aims to become the most data driven airline in the world
Hilton’s budget brand allows travellers to create their own experience
Kuoni increases its focus on short-haul destinations
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TUI Group further expands its cruises segment
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Club Med renovates and plans to open many new resorts
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Premium vs Budget Traveller – Holiday Taking
The UK is highly appealing to both budget and premium travellers
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Premium vs Budget Traveller – Booking Behaviours
Even premium travellers enjoy seeking out special offers
Figure 31: Booking behaviours, by traveller segments, August 2018

Premium vs Budget Traveller – Attitudes towards Holiday Spending
Most budget travellers are open to trading up on food and drink and accommodation
Figure 32: Attitudes among budget travellers towards holiday spending, August 2018
Many premium travellers consider splashing out on accommodation for overseas holidays
Figure 33: Attitudes among premium travellers towards holiday spending, August 2018

Premium vs Budget Traveller – Attitudes towards Brexit
The domestic market could benefit from uncertainties around Brexit
Figure 34: Attitudes towards the impact of Brexit and exchange rates, by traveller segments, August 2018
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